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n audience with SP Hinduja, the notoriously
private Hinduja group patriarch, is not your
everyday occurrence. Despite the media
storms the family's has managed to whip up
over the decades, Hinduja and his band of
brothers remain a largely unknown quantity.
Mention that and you'll see a slightly tetchy side to him; there
is a distinct feeling that they've been misunderstood as a family. Chatting with Corporate Dossier in the 5th floor boardroom of Hinduja House, from where the Mumbai skyline
dominates the view, Hinduja seems to prefer talking theology
and philosophy to business and it's easy to briefly forget that
he sits at the helm of an expansive group with 50,000 employees and global interests ranging from truck building to
banking and power. The Hindujas are known to follow a fairly rigid patriarchic structure and SP Hinduja runs a tight ship.
Interestingly, he's throwing caution to the wind and writing
two books to be released at the end of the year. While they’re
not quite the tell-all people are hoping for, Hinduja promises
they borrow liberally from his personal history. One of them is
tentatively titled 'What's your problem?'
What management credo would you live, and die, by?
I manage through my team. I believe that whether it is business objectives, culture or principles, they must all be driven
down through the entire team. If it's just you leading and no
team following, a lot of time is wasted.

Pratap Bose
CEO, Mudra MAX
at a restaurant called
Carnivore in Nairobi

■ Far-out
destination:

Staying with the Bedouin tribe
in the Judean desert

■ Streetfood
surprises:

The Burmese roadside lunches
and snacks at Taichilek when
you cross into Burma from
Chiang Mai in Thailand

■ Bon Vivant
moment:

The seven course dinner at
Finch Hattonsin Tsavo West
National Park

■ Out-of-body
experience:

■ Memorable
journeys:

The Holy Land Tour in Israel,
which included Nazareth,
Jerusalem and Tabgah

The drive along the Vistula
River in Poland which has
some of the best scenery in
Eastern Europe

■ On Nature’s Trail:

■ Emptied your pockets on:

My lenses, camera equipment
and to be with Joe Charleson
in East Africa. He charges a
1000 USD a night … but by
George he is the very best!

■ Goofy traveller
moment:

Getting abducted for three
nights by Tamil extremists the
night when Rajiv Gandhi was
assassinated. I was on my
way from Chennai to
Bangalore on that fateful day

■ Gourmet gaffes:

Crocodile and Giraffe meat

Following the Great
Migration from the Masai
Mara into the Serengeti for
10 days

■ Worst Hangover:

New Years Eve in Kathmandu
about five years ago. I
realised it was New Year’s
Day on the 2nd of January!

■ Best Bed:

Burj Al Arab at the Jumeirah
Beach in Dubai

■ Traveller Tips:

Generally you get the best exchange rates on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays anywhere
in the world!

What is your leadership style?
I never impose my views on anyone and always encourage diversity of thought. I believe that every human being has his
pluses and negatives, the idea is to find those positives and
then nurture them. It's the same in the family. Nobody is the
family has ever been told to do this or that. Each person identifies a sector or business they're interested in and we find a
way to accommodate them. One person likes banking, another likes IT, and that's why we're in ten sectors.
A family that works together stays together?
My ultimate goal is to keep the family intact. Today our fourth
generation is on the way.
How do you ensure you keep learning?
My greatest learning has come from my father whose life was
an open book. We learned by watching him conduct himself
personally and professionally. In our summer holidays he'd
bribe us with money to come and spend time with him at
work. Today though, I learn mostly from watching nature.
Is it true that you learn financial prudence from watching squirrels?
I often feed the squirrels on my walks in St James Park and I always notice how if you throw two peanuts at them, they will
always take only one and save the other. They finish the first,
and only then come back for the other.
Why are the Hindujas so reclusive?
We're not reclusive; there's nothing to talk about. I have one
complaint against some journalists. They're either ignorant or
don't specialise in anything, so they come to their own conclusions. Ours is a privately owned group except for a handful
of listed companies, so why do we need publicity? Having said
that, when you do speak with me I am an open book.
Your take on philanthropy
You work to earn, and earn to give. But I don't believe in donating for charity sake. Always link philanthropy to economic growth.
Is there any such thing as an ethical businessman?
Our concern as a group has always been how to do away with
corruption. It's a challenge to prove to others how to get things
without spending a penny. There's no point pointing fingers at
others, we must demonstrate by example. These principles also
help keep the family together. We believe in complete transparency. The minute you let corruption in, you encourage
them to manipulate, hide, lie; you're asking for trouble. That's
how splits occur in family businesses. That's the price you pay.
So you believe corruption can be rooted out of business?
Corruption has been there since the Ramayana and Mahabharata. The question to ask at any point is: is evil greater than
good or vice versa? Today corruption probably is greater than

Natural
good. In the post-liberalisation era we had applied for a private banking license for IndusInd. Manmohan Singh was the finance
minister then and gave it because he liked the
NRI concept a lot. The problem is that we had
only 67 days to get it going; 11 April 1994 was
the date set for opening and invitations were
printed. Everybody including my team said it
would be impossible. There were so many
permissions to be taken, completion certification required to enter buildings we had purchased. Every step had potential for corruption but we did it without a single penny paid.
We didn't even debit for project development. That set an example. Yes sometimes we
have lost time — first mover advantage in certain sectors because we haven't been prepared to pay bribes but there are no regrets.
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WHAT'S YOUR
PROBLEM, ASKS
HINDUJA GROUP
CHAIRMAN
SP HINDUJA,
SWINGING
BETWEEN
CHARINESS AND
GOOD HUMOUR

Your family is said to have some of the
most influential people in the world for
friends
Yes, people tend to say the Hindujas have access to all the heads of states, it bothers some
people. When India started talking about nuclear in 1998 Atal Behari Vajpayee sent Principal Secretary Brajesh Mishra with letter to
London to meet the labour government. I got
a phone call when he arrived asking me
whether I have good relationships with the
labour government. I said we have good relationships, whether Labour or Tory and that
I'd do my best. Within two hours I took him to meet with Blair
who was leaving for Manchester to meet Bill Clinton. But we
don't do this for publicity. Seeking personal mileage becomes
a bad habit, it creates an ego and you'll want to be everywhere.
Does talk of political affiliations bother you?
We are not pro or anti any government whether Congress or
BJP, Labour or Tory. We don't do anything political, just whatever's in the interest of the mother country. That's our basic
principle on which we do good business. Even in the Islamic
world we are respected despite our name Hinduja which can
be misleading. We're not products of religion. We're products
of nature. Still I don't criticise any religion.
What's the best piece of advice you've received?
From my father: Always do it yesterday rather than tomorrow.
What is your daily routine?
I sleep for four hours between midnight and 4 am. When I
wake up I meditate for an hour, then go for a walk for an hour.
The morning is the best time for being creative and innovative. I refuse to go for late parties; people are just fighting
against what is natural for the body.
You're turning author; do you read a lot?
I don't read much. I believe too much reading will
influence my own independent thinking. Don't ask
me to read a 500 page book. If I really need to I ask
someone else to send me a gist of it.
What is your most impossible dream?
To solve the problems around climate change,
poverty and corruption. Is it a tall order? Well,
I'm an ambitious guy.
Famous last words…
We don't do what others do
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MCDONALD’S
SHOULD TRY
OFFERING
RASLIMBU AS A
SAUCE

B

efore writing this column I went to McDonald’s. This
might seem odd for someone writing on food luxuries, but
I have no strong feelings on McDonald’s either way. I
wouldn’t eat there often, but don’t hate it either. Like everyone,
I like their French fries, and I’d like the Chicken McNuggets more
if they were served hot which, at least at the McDonald’s near my
office, they rarely are.
The reason I went to McDonald’s was to check how their food
would do with raslimbu, a pickle from Maharashtra which is so liquidy it can serve as a sauce. Its bright orange-red
colour might make you think you’re trying tomato
ketchup – until you actually taste it and your palate
puckers at an explosion of sourness. But almost immediately after that first shock, there’s a counter
pucker of pleasure as the sourness is cut with
sweetness and then a slow spicy burn.
Raslimbu, as its name suggests, is made from
the juice of Indian limes, but
where alone this juice can be a bit too
strongly acrid, here its intensity is cut short
with sweetness and spiciness. This doesn’t
mean that its some kind of sweet-and-sour
sauce – sourness is very much dominant and
while it has the spiciness of Indian pickles, it
is not explosive on the tongue, but leaves a
warm aftertaste.
Raslimbu is the pickle equivalent of
squeezing lime on Indian food, where the intensity of the juice cuts through and clarifies
the other flavours. Tasting raslimbu alone,
you would think it’s a diva, drowning out
other tastes, but in fact it works really well
with other foods, particularly fatty fried ones.
It gave a great tangy kick to the McDonald’s
fries and nuggets and was a much better
match to Indian tastes than the packet of ‘barbecue sauce’ I got with my order, which tasted like sweet, stale ketchup.
V.P.Bedekar & Sons, a long established
Mumbai pickle company makes raslimbu,
and for a long time I thought it their proprietary recipe. The fact that I never came across
any other raslimbu, or anything like it, reinforced this. There were plenty of pickles that

used lime juice but always with other ingredients in the juice; it
was the medium, not the main ingredient. None of the pickle
books I checked, not even Usha’s Pickle Digest, the extraordinary
compendium of pickle recipes and techniques put together by
Usha R.Prabakaran had anything like this.
Then I put a query on the excellent food forums of the AnotherSubcontinent site, and soon I had an answer from one participant who pointed me to the second volume of Ruchira, a classic
collection of recipes in Marathi compiled by Kamlabai Ogale, first
published in 1970 (volume two in 1985). Unlike
the similar compilation called Rasachandrika,
Ruchira has unfortunately not been translated
into English. There’s only a slim book with selections which completely fails to do the two
volumes justice. Raslimbu wasn’t one of the
recipes translated.
The recipe in Marathi is worth trying, especially when limes are relatively cheap. For every
cupful of their intensely sour juice, you melt a quarter-kilo of jaggery
into thick syrup (I added some water). Dry roast 4-6 spoons of mustard and 2 spoons of methi and grind to a powder, along with 15-20
grains of pepper and a few cinnamon pieces. Take four spoons of
chilli powder (I used a medium hot kind) and two spoons of turmeric powder and fry them in a little oil. Now mix the spices, 4-6 spoons
of salt, the lime juice and jaggery syrup, and leave for a few days.
What you will get is darker than Bedekar’s, which uses sugar
instead of jaggery, and the spicing is also slightly different, since Bedekar’s uses hing. But it has the same fresh tasting sour kick,
though with more earthy overtones due to the jaggery. It’s very
versatile product: you can use it as sauce, spread, pickle or marinade ingredient. It is so good that it makes you think about the
many wonderful types of pickle that exist in India, which are getting harder and harder to find, as people stop making them at
home, and depending on the manufactured kinds.
These are not necessarily bad – Bedekar’s is an example, and
there are others I always look out for, like the Grand Sweets
thokkus in Chennai (I hope the quality survives the recent split in
the family firm). Local pickle makers like them play an important
role in keeping alive regional pickle styles, yet I have noted a standardisation setting in, where mango, lime, chilly and a few other
types become dominant. Raslimbu is an example of the real treasures that exist among regional pickles, which need to be preserved
– perhaps even with McDonald serving it as the perfect Indian sour
sauce for their food!
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